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	Graphs are among the most important abstract data types in computer science, and the algorithms that operate on them are critical to modern life. Graphs have been shown to be powerful tools for modeling complex problems because of their simplicity and generality. Graph algorithms are one of the pillars of mathematics, informing research in such diverse areas as combinatorial optimization, complexity theory, and topology. Algorithms on graphs are applied in many ways in today s world - from Web rankings to metabolic networks, from finite element meshes to semantic graphs.


	The current exponential growth in graph data has forced a shift to parallel computing for executing graph algorithms. Implementing parallel graph algorithms and achieving good parallel performance have proven difficult. This book addresses these challenges by exploiting the well-known duality between a canonical representation of graphs as abstract collections of vertices and edges and a sparse adjacency matrix representation. This linear algebraic approach is widely accessible to scientists and engineers who may not be formally trained in computer science. The authors show how to leverage existing parallel matrix computation techniques and the large amount of software infrastructure that exists for these computations to implement efficient and scalable parallel graph algorithms. The benefits of this approach are reduced algorithmic complexity, ease of implementation, and improved performance.


	Graph Algorithms in the Language of Linear Algebra is the first book to cover graph algorithms accessible to engineers and scientists not trained in computer science but having a strong linear algebra background, enabling them to quickly understand and apply graph algorithms. It also covers array-based graph algorithms, showing readers how to express canonical graph algorithms using a highly elegant and efficient array notation and how to tap into the large range of tools and techniques that have been built for matrices and tensors; parallel array-based algorithms, demonstrating with examples how to easily implement parallel graph algorithms using array-based approaches, which enables readers to address much larger graph problems; and array-based theory for analyzing graphs, providing a template for using array-based constructs to develop new theoretical approaches for graph analysis.


	Audience: This book is suitable as the primary text for a class on linear algebraic graph algorithms and as either the primary or supplemental text for a class on graph algorithms for engineers and scientists without training in computer science.


	Contents: List of Figures; List of Tables; List of Algorithms; Preface; Acknowledgments; Part I: Algorithms: Chapter 1: Graphs and Matrices; Chapter 2: Linear Algebraic Notation and Definitions; Chapter 3: Connected Components and Minimum Paths; Chapter 4: Some Graph Algorithms in an Array-Based Language; Chapter 5: Fundamental Graph Algorithms; Chapter 6: Complex Graph Algorithms; Chapter 7: Multilinear Algebra for Analyzing Data with Multiple Linkages; Chapter 8: Subgraph Detection; Part II: Data: Chapter 9: Kronecker Graphs; Chapter 10: The Kronecker Theory of Power Law Graphs; Chapter 11: Visualizing Large Kronecker Graphs; Part III: Computation: Chapter 12: Large-Scale Network Analysis; Chapter 13: Implementing Sparse Matrices for Graph Algorithms; Chapter 14: New Ideas in Sparse Matrix-Matrix Multiplication; Chapter 15: Parallel Mapping of Sparse Computations; Chapter 16: Fundamental Questions in the Analysis of Large Graphs; Index.
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Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2006
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Unleashed is a deep dive into the Visual Studio 2005 tool. Specifically, it will provide you with solid guidance and education that will allow you to squeeze the ultimate productivity and use out of the Visual Studio 2005 development environment. This...
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Beginning Backdrop CMSApress, 2016

	
		
			Learn what Backdrop CMS is and how it fulfills the role of a content management system, along with how to install and configure it. This book teaches how to create and manage content, taxonomy, users, page layouts, and menus to get the best site possible. You'll also see how to install on shared hosting – which is...
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House Officer Urology (4th Edition)Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2006
The goal of this fourth edition of Urology (for the House Officer) is unchanged from that of the first, i.e., to create a concise source of clinical information on urology for medical students and residents that they can easily carry in their pockets and refer to quickly. The previous editions of this book were well received by both students and...
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Solaris 8: The Complete ReferenceMcGraw-Hill, 2000
Clients often ask why we choose Solaris as an operating environment. Is it a decision based on price? Is it an attraction to the latest gizmo features, each with its own four-letter acronym? Do we have a cozy arrangement with Sun Microsystems to promote their operating system? The answer to each of these questions is no, no, NO!  ...
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The Knocked Up PlanCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017

	There are three little words most guys don’t want to hear on the first date. Not those...I mean these... “knock me up.”

	This single gal has had enough of the games, the BS and the endless chase. I know what I want most, and it’s not true love. It’s a bun in the oven,and I’m not afraid to hit...
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Advanced Topics in Information Resources ManagementIdea Group Publishing, 2006
Modern organizations are constantly in search of more effective and efficient
technologies and managerial techniques to manage their ever-evolving
information resources. While researchers and educators study various critical
factors effecting strategies and technologies utilized by organizations, practicing
managers apply...
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